
The ebook libraries include more than 1,800 ebooks in 11 different languages published by Bookboon, 
the leading provider of short, bite-sized ebooks on soft skills. 

The content is written by many of the world's most influential thought leaders and covers all of the soft 
skills that employees need to succeed both in and out of the workplace. Perfect for busy professionals 

on the go, users can read ebooks on any device, online or offline, without any restrictions.

For more information, please contact your BizLibrary representative.

BizLibrary ebooks include:

The Industry Leader: Bookboon is the world’s largest ebook publisher (they're not an aggregator 
- they actually publish the content). Last year, more than 75 million ebooks were downloaded 
worldwide.

The Highest Usage Rates: The typical employee usage rate for organizations using ebooks by 
Bookboon exceeds 40%.  This is 3-5 times higher than the industry standard.

High Quality: Every single author is a vetted industry expert, and all ebooks are reviewed by 
peers and the California State University, so you can be assured that all learning content meets 
the highest quality standards.

The Right Content: The ebooks include practical and useful knowledge about soft skills, 
business skills and programs such as MS Office that today’s busy professionals need in order to 
perform effectively in the workplace.

Bite-Sized Learning: The ebooks are 30-60 pages in length, making for ideal one to two-hour 
learning experiences.

A Universal Solution: All ebooks are available as PDF files so they can be read online or offline 
on any mobile, tablet or laptop device.

Sample Topics & Titles:

LEADERSHIP

Emotional Intelligence for Leaders

The Art of Mindful Leadership

Understanding Authentic Leadership

Being a Manager, Leader & Coach

Leading from the Middle

Supportive Leadership

COMMUNICATION PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Conscious Body Language

Using Humor to Enhance Presentations

Dealing with Difficult People

Influencing & Persuasion Skills

How to Give & Receive Feedback

Conflict Resolution

Control Your Stress & Manage Your Time

Building Bridges Across Cultural Divides

50 Ways to Fall in Love with Your Life

Personal Confidence & Motivation
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